Discover Your Life Purpose with New Podcast, LifeMastery with Monica Bey

Monica Bey, the Healer in Heels™, is taking listeners around the world through a transformational journey with the newly launched educational podcast, LifeMastery with Monica Bey! A Purpose Alignment Coach and Energy Healer, Monica, along with top industry expert guests, dives deeply into specific topics including business, spirituality, finance, relationships, lifestyle, wellness, family and more.

ATLANTA (PRWEB) May 16, 2019 -- Monica Bey, the Healer in Heels™, is taking listeners around the world through a transformational journey with the newly launched educational podcast, LifeMastery with Monica Bey! A Purpose Alignment Coach and Energy Healer, Monica, along with top industry expert guests, dives deeply into specific topics including business, spirituality, finance, relationships, lifestyle, wellness, family and more. Listeners will learn how to master their lives and uncover total life fulfillment by being exposed to new ways of thinking, actionable techniques and strategies for becoming the best version of themselves.

“I’m so excited to share my knowledge with listeners. Not only will this podcast be a mix of interviews and motivational talks, but I will also pull back the curtain and allow listeners a peek into real-time intimate healing sessions with clients,” says Monica Bey. “Listeners will come along with my client and me as they experience powerful life transformations through the healing work that I do. I’m hoping to use my gifts to help listeners discover clarity and direction within their lives.”

To listen to LifeMastery with Monica Bey, listeners can visit podcast platforms Google Play Music, iTunes, Stitcher, TuneIn, and Spotify where they can download all distributed episodes and subscribe to stay updated. For more information on Monica Bey and the LifeMastery with Monica Bey podcast, visit http://www.MonicaBey.com.

ABOUT MONICA BEY:
When all the material signs of success proved to be unfulfilling, Monica knew there was much more in store for her divine purpose. After walking away from her successful Executive career, she put her spiritual gifts and teachings to use and found her true calling as a Purpose Alignment Coach and Energy Healer. Monica’s dedication to healing others has resulted in the creation of her proven, original trademarked methods that continue to transform lives worldwide!
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